
The Science behind Vaccines.
In the context of COVID-19
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Response in an immunized person

• The immunity may be from prior infection, or from an effective vaccine

• If antibody level high, and at right place, at time of infection, infection may 
be totally avoided (sterile immunity – probably rare). 
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(normal response – may not apply to all viruses !… see ADE 
later)



Humoral:

Circulating antibodies bind to the virus and * 

a) prevent the virus entering cells (neutralizing antibodies), 

b) promote destruction by immune cells eg macrophages.

B-cells expressing antibodies that recognize the virus rapidly 
multiply, increasing the quantity of antibody.

Even in absence of circulating antibodies, B-memory can 
generate strong antibody response in 2-3 days compared to 10-
15 days in naive individual (anamnestic response).

* Other mechanisms such as complement-binding may 
contribute, or be pathologic

Cellular:

CD8+ T cells recognize and kill cells infected by virus – prevents 
virus replication.

CD4+ T-cells recognize fragments of virus and produce 
cytokines and chemokines to stimulate the immune response 
and promote antiviral activity.

Immunity – how does it work ?

Figure by Regina McEnery-admin. Taken from 
https://eureka.criver.com/the-hunt-for-a-safe-
effective-vaccine

https://eureka.criver.com/the-hunt-for-a-safe-effective-vaccine


Vaccines safely deliver an immunogen to the immune system to train it to 
recognize the pathogen when it is encountered naturally.

- neutralizing antibodies, B-cells producing those antibodies

- CD8+ cells, CD4+ cells recognizing viral proteins

The nature of the immunogen, and route of administration, impacts what 
type of immune response is induced, the safety, the protection afforded, and 
the duration of protection.

Immunogens:

Attenuated pathogen (live, replicating, but not pathogenic)

Killed inactivated pathogen

Subunit (derived from pathogen)

Recombinant (viral antigen produced in a host cell and purified)

Peptides (synthetic fragments of antigen

Vectored (viral pathogen expressed on a safe virus)

Nucleic acid (DNA or RNA coding for a viral protein injected into body)

Route:

Injection (i.m., s.c.), but also dermal, nasal spray, oral drops, aerosol.

Mucosal route -> mucosal immunity (IgA) maybe beneficial.

How do vaccines induce an immune response ?

Choice of immunogen 
for vaccine impacts 
immune response, 
safety, development 
time, production scale, 
cost, access… 



Virus modified or selected so that it still infects, replicates in the body, 
induces immunity, but has reduced pathogenicity and does not cause 
disease. 

Advantage: likely to induce the same type of response (antibody and 
cellular) as natural infection (may not be an advantage for some 
pathogens), and if administered mucosally, also mucosal immunity.

Disadvantages: risk of conversion to pathological form (eg polio), 
insufficient attenuation, reactogenicity, may mean not recommended in 
pregnant, HIV infected or immunocompromised.  Isolation and testing 
difficult. If natural infection induces non-neutralizing antibodies, 
attenuated vaccines may.

Examples: live attenuated influenza vaccines – cant replicate at 37°C 
so only replicate in the nose, not lung.

Polio (OPV), measles, rubella, mumps, varicella, yellow fever..

1. Attenuated virus vaccines



Whole native pathogen inactivated by exposure to chemicals, heat, or 
radiation. Can not replicate in the body.

Advantages: safe (no risk of converting to pathogenic form). Usually 
highly immunogenic (induces strong antibody response), use of 
adjuvants can permit dose sparing and yield/supply increase. 

Disadvantages: requires growing large quantity of pathogen (risk), low 
or no cellular response therefore possibly less protection and memory.

Examples: Polio (IPV), influenza, hepatitis A, Japanese encephalitis, 
rabies.

2. Whole inactivated virus



The relevant protein is extracted from the virus (alive or inactivated), 
purified, and injected.

Disadvantages: you still need to grow the virus (risk), subunits may 
have lost conformation, poorly immunogenic (an adjuvant may be 
required), often a complex process.

Advantages: may be less reactogenic than the whole killed virus. If a 
conserved immuno-subdominant antigen by presenting it free from 
the immunodominant antigen may permit protective response not 
seen with whole virus.

Examples: influenza (split inactivated).

3. Subunit vaccine



DNA sequence coding for viral protein antigen inserted into a host-cell 
DNA. Host-cell expresses viral antigen which is then purified.

Host-cells can be yeast, insect cells, avian cells, mammalian cells (CHO, 
Vero, MDCK, etc).

Advantages: safety (no need to produce the pathogen), can express 
antigen of interest, or even relevant component of antigen. 

Disadvantages: may be poorly immunogenic (unless the antigen self-
assembles as a virus-like particle): generally requires an adjuvant, 
yield/cost may be unfavorable. Folding of purified antigen may be 
incorrect – not resembling native virus – or require complex molecular 
engineering. 

Examples: Hepatitis B, Human Papilloma Virus,, shingles, influenza 
(Flublock™), 
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The amino acid sequence of a relevant antigen (if small) or the 
relevant epitope of an antigen is determined. Sequence fed into a 
synthetic peptide synthesizer -> peptide corresponding to relevant 
epitope generated.

Advantages: can be quick if the epitope is linear. Safe. For T-cell based 
vaccines can be an efficient way of presenting T-cell epitopes.

Disadvantages: most B-cell epitopes are conformationally complex and 
not easily reproduced with a linear peptide. Very difficult to make 
conformational peptides inducing high-affinity antibodies to the native 
virus. Very poorly immunogenic – need to be formulated with carrier 
molecules and adjuvants. Relatively expensive.

Examples: none – no  peptide vaccine for use in humans approved to 
date.

5. Peptide vaccine

Sequence:
SYSMGHFRTGKPV…..

Peptide antigen



Gene for relevant pathogen protein inserted into a different virus that 
infects humans without pathology.

Adenovirus, Modified vaccinia Ankara (MVA), measles vaccine virus, 
vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), alphaviruses,…

Can be replicating or non-replicating: impacts stimulation of innate 
immune system and safety.

Advantages: Production on mammalian tissue culture relatively easy 
(high volume, low cost). Development theoretically rapid if using a 
vector with extensive prior use in humans (but none fully licenses yet 
other than VSV for Ebola. Induces a strong cellular response 
potentially including CD8+. 

Disadvantages: for some vectors a single administration insufficient, 
and boosting with a different vector required (eg adeno – MVA prime-
boost). For some vectors prior exposure (natural or through vaccine) 
may reduce immunogenicity of vector.

Examples: Ebola vaccines – VSV-ZEBOV, Ad26-ZEBOV/MVA-BN. 

6. Viral Vectored

pathogen

Viral vector carrying 
DNA/RNA of protein 
antigen / expressing 
protein on surface. 



Instead of injecting the virus, a protein antigen, or a virus expressing 
the protein, one injects nucleic acid coding for the antigen.

Can be a DNA plasmid: to date best results are obtained by 
administration with electroporation (electric pulses to enhance entry 
into the cells) but also works without. Needs to enter nucleus, and be 
translated to mRNA for expression of protein.

Or mRNA can be injected. Electroporation not required, but 
formulation with cationic lipid particles essential. More direct than 
DNA (no translation from nucleus required) but less stable than DNA.

Advantages: for both RNA and DNA – strong cellular immunity, rapid 
production. Adaptability.

Disadvantages: antibody responses lower than that of some other 
technologies. Electroporation / carrier brings complexity and cost.

Examples: to date, no nucleic acid vaccine approved for human use. 

7. Nucleic acid vaccines
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Normally:10-15 years

Each step done in sequence.

Risk minimization –
investment and safety.

Proposed for COVID-19:

8-18 months.

All steps in parallel.

Accelerated processes.

At-risk investments.

Large safety studies post-
approval.

How long does it take to develop a vaccine ?
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Neutralizing antibodies should prevent the virus entering 
cells through its normal receptor (eg ACE-2).

However, through various mechanisms (eg binding Fcy
receptor) antibodies (neutralizing and non-neutralizing) may 
favor virus entry into cells, resulting in increased viral 
replication and/or a pro-inflammatory toxic response.

Phenomenon well described in dengue virus infection and in 
historic RSV vaccine research. Also seen with some animal 
models for coronavirus infections where effect seen with 
inactivated or viral vector and even monoclonal antibodies.

Effect probably dependent on total antibody titers (high  
safer than low) and ratio of neutralizing:non-neutralizing, 
potentially of type of T cell immunity

Impact on Sars-CoV2 vaccines not known. Animal models 
may help. Caution and monitoring in population required.

ADE – antibody dependent disease enhancement

From: negro Francesco, Swiss Medical 
Weekly 2020 (15-16). 
https://smw.ch/article/doi/smw.2020.
20249

https://smw.ch/article/doi/smw.2020.20249


memory T cell

Immune-senescence: will a vaccine that works in adults 18-64 
also work in older adults ?

naïve T cell

effector T cell

Changes in the T cell repertoire throughout life
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And 121 candidates in preclinical development

The vaccines in the COVID-19 clinical pipeline
(30 May, 2020)
https://www.who.int/who-documents-detail/draft-landscape-of-covid-19-candidate-vaccines

NonReplicating Viral Vector Chimp Adenovirus Ox1-S Phase 2b/3 University of Oxford/AstraZeneca

NonReplicating Viral Vector Adenovirus Type 5 Vector Phase 2 CanSino Biological Inc./Beijing Institute of 
Biotechnology

RNA LNPencapsulated mRNA Phase 2 Moderna/NIAID 

RNA 3 LNP-mRNAs Phase 1 / 2 BioNTech/Fosun Pharma/Pfizer

DNA DNA plasmid vaccine with 
electroporation

Phase 1 / 2 Inovio Pharmaceuticals

Inactivated Inactivated Phase 1 / 2 Wuhan Institute of Biological 
Products/Sinopharm

Inactivated Inactivated Phase 1 / 2 Beijing Institute of Biological 
Products/Sinopharm

Inactivated Inactivated + alum Phase 1 / 2 Sinovac

Recombinant Protein Subunit Full length recombinant 
SARS CoV-2 glycoprotein 
nanoparticle vaccine adjuvanted 
with Matrix M

Phase 1 / 2 Novavax

https://www.who.int/who-documents-detail/draft-landscape-of-covid-19-candidate-vaccines

